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As he spoke, Darryl said to Ambrose, Ambrose, you must guard the 
Universe Calabash properly once I enter it. ” 
Only Sara and Ambrose had the ability to protect everyone. Ambrose was 
much stronger than Sara, so Darryl felt safer if he protected the Universe 
Calabash. 
“ Yes, Father! ” Ambrose nodded. 
Darryl made some other arrangements before he grabbed the Universe 
Calabash to take a look. 
" How do I enter this? " he thought. Then, he noticed a seal on the calabash 
and thought deeply before he decided to open it. 
Bang! 
In an instant, a bright, striking ray exploded from the inside of the calabash. 
It contained powerful suction that covered Darryl immediately. In the blink 
of an eye, his eyes went dark and he was teleported away, disappearing 
from everyone's sight. 
 “ How amazing!” Ambrose said, still in shock as he picked up the calabash. 
He waited for the mysterious energy to disappear completely, then kept the 
calabash immediately. 
 “ We can't stay here any longer; we must leave this place immediately! 
We're not sure what the situation with Miss Olsen is like. Let's meet up with 
her at Mount Buzhou," Yvette said gently. 
The Universe Calabash was so amazing and it must have been a treasure 
of the Saint Sect. The place was part of Saint Sect, so they would be in 
trouble if any of the Saint Sect disciples saw it. 
Everyone nodded their heads when they heard that and immediately 
headed towards Mount Buzhou. 
Whoosh. Whoosh. Whoosh. 
After walking for a few hours, Yvette and the others finally arrived at the 
bottom of Mount Buzhou. At that time, they heard sounds of tidy footsteps 
on the road, coming from not far away. 
‘Could that be the royal guards from the North Moana Continent royal city?' 
they wondered 
Yvette, Dax and everyone looked at each other at that moment; they then 
headed to check on the situation. All of them were stunned when they finally 
arrived. 
Everyone looked at each other, then headed to check out the situation. 
When they finally arrived, they were stunned. What they saw was not royal 
guards from the North Moana Continent royal city but soldiers from the 
South Cloud World. They were in white armor, had long blades in their 
hands and with an imposing aura. 



There was an incredibly beautiful lady riding a white horse in front of the 
soldiers. She was wearing Golden purple armor, looking smart. 
The woman was Quincy. 
She was leading the soldiers to look for Darryl. Half a day ago, Quincy 
received news that Darryl brought the Carter family to the North Moana 
Continent, so she headed there immediately. 
Yvette and the others were extremely shocked when they saw Quincy. In 
the next second, Dax walked over and greeted her with a smile. “ Oh Sister-
in -law!" 
It was well-known across The Nine Continent that Quincy was engaged to 
Darryl. It was natural that Dax, Darryl's brother, would call Quincy his sister-
in-law. 
At that moment, Yvette and others sighed in relief discreetly, 
Earlier, they thought it would be challenging to protect everyone's safety as  
hey only had Sara and Ambrose to rely on since Darryl was not around. 
They would not need to worry now that they have met Quincy, 
No matter what, Quincy was not only Darryl's fiancée; she was also 
Princess Long of the South Cloud World. Her position was supreme and 
she was powerful. 
Dax's greeting made Quincy really upset as she scolded him, “ Shut up! 
Don't try to be friendly with me; I'm not your sister-in-law.” 
Quincy had already ended her relationship with Darryl at the palace earlier, 
so naturally, she would not be kind to Dax and the others. 
Dax was stunned suddenly and felt awkward. 
 ' What's wrong with Quincy? Why is she so angry? Did she have a fight 
with Darryl?' he thought. 
At that same time, Yvette, Sara and the others looked at each other. They 
thought Quincy had a fight with Darryl. No matter what, Quincy was 
Princess Long and it was understandable that she had a temper. 
Yvette regained her thoughts and could not help but asked, “ Miss Long, 
why are you-” 
 “ Where is Darryl?" Quincy interrupted. 
She looked incredibly cold and her tone was stern. " Tell him to come see 
me!" 
 " He has an important matter to deal with. Miss Long, please don't be mad 
at Darryl. If he did anything to make you upset, I'll teach him a lesson when 
he returns," Dax said. 
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Quincy's expression darkened as she said, " Stop telling me these things. 
I've already broken my engagement to Darryl. We have no relationship at 
all!” 



She could not hide her feelings of disgust as she continued, “ Darryl caused 
the death of the Nine Saint Oracle. He's evil and a criminal; I'm here to 
capture him." 
At that moment, Dax, Yvette and the others were stunned. ' Quincy 
cancelled her engagement to Darryl? And Darryl caused the death of the 
Nine Saint Oracle? How can that be?!’ 
" You're lying! Do not accuse my father; he's not that kind of person," 
Ambrose said as he walked towards Quincy. 
Ambrose looked really emotional when he said that. He used to hold a 
prejudice against Darryl in the past. However, he started to respect his 
father once he understood him better. His father was a hero that everyone 
in The Nine Continent respected. He would never do such a thing. 
After he spoke, Dax, Yvette and the others nodded their heads in 
agreement. 
 " That's right, there must be some misunderstanding." 
 " Earlier Zhang Jue framed Darryl and accused him of disrespecting Lady 
Chang Er. The truth is almost out. Darryl must have been framed for this 
matter too. Miss Long, please do not believe that." 
Quincy became impatient and replied coldly, “ Framed? This was confirmed  
by two Oracles themselves, so why would they frame him? Since Darryl is 
not around, all of you will have to come with me!" 
She lifted her gentle hands. “ Come, someone take down all these people!" 
Quincy knew that the Carter family was really important to Darryl. She would 
have to worry about Darryl not appearing after she captured the Carter 
family. 
Whoosh! 
Then, thousands of soldiers rushed over like a wave and surrounded the 
group. The soldiers were the elites from South Cloud World and they were 
incredibly powerful. 
In the blink of an eye, the soldiers tied up Yvette and the others. They had 
lost their internal energy, so there was no way for them to fight back. 
At the same time, Ambrose and Sara were not spared from the terrible luck 
as both their wrists were tied tightly. 
Ambrose and Sara planned to fight back earlier, but there were just too 
many of them. They figured that if they were to fight back, they would make 
Quincy completely furious. She might hurt Yvette and the others, so they 
decided to give up: 
At that moment, Quincy looked around and said calmly, " Don't worry, 
everyone. I won't hurt you. My intention is to force Darryl to appear. I'll 
release all of you once I capture him." 
As she spoke, Quincy waved her hand. In an instant, thousands of soldiers 
brought Yvette and others to the South Cloud World. 



At that moment, Quincy was not aware Darryl had not gone too far. He was 
inside the Universe Calabash that Ambrose carried with him. 
… 
Meanwhile, Darryl felt as if he was dreaming. His body was so light and it 
was pitch black. After a few breaths time, he finally landed on the ground. 
Sigh 
Darryl could not help but take a Deep breath. He finally arrived. He slowly 
opened his eyes and was stunned instantly! 
It was beautiful. He saw blue skies with white clouds floating above him. 
The place looked serene and the air carried a strong spiritual aura too. 
 ' Shit, this is the Illusion Virtual World? ' he thought, completely mesmerized 
by the place. 
He felt the Illusion Virtual World was really similar to the Heavenly Spirit 
Realm that Yennie brought him to earlier. 
The place was really spacious and the only difference was the spiritual 
energy. He never imagined that there would be such another world in the 
Universe Calabash. 
The place was huge, so where would Lu Dongbin be cultivating? 
At that moment, Darryl was still not aware Lu Dongbin had not come 
willingly to cultivate. Alan had trapped him in the Illusion Virtual World. 
‘ Let me look around, ' Darryl mumbled to himself as he started walking. 
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He was not sure how long he had been walking, but after a while, Darryl 
finally arrived in front of a huge lake. The water was crystal clear and had 
small waves as a cold breeze blew in the air, making him enchanted by the 
sight. 
There was a quiet valley beside the lake, Darryl saw many unusual flora 
and fauna on the grass of the valley. Those flora and fauna were rare in 
The Nine Continent. 
' Sh * t, there are so many rare herbs here. The Illusion Virtual World is 
really a good place,' he thought. 
Splash! Splash! 
While Darryl was still awestruck, he heard the sounds of water splashing 
from not far away. He could not see it a s the grass blocked it in the water. 
Could it be Master Lu? ' he wondered. 
He walked over quickly and was completely stunned when he arrived. He 
saw a slim figure bathing in the crystal-clear lake. 
The woman was around twenty years of age, her face looked exquisite and 
she was as beautiful as a fairy. Her figure was alluring. She was soaking in 
the lake with just a thin undershirt. Her slim waist and alluring figure were 
on full display in front of Darryl. 



At that time, Darryl could see clearly that in between the lady's brows was 
a light blue water mark that looked spiritual! 
 ' Isn't this Illusion Virtual World a place where people of Taoism cultivate? 
Why would a lady be here? Is she a fairy?” he thought. 
Still in shock, Darryl could not help but swallow his saliva as he looked at 
her without blinking. 
Right at that moment, the beautiful lady noticed Darryl. Her body trembled 
as she ran onshore in a panic to cover herself with her clothes quickly. " 
You ... You. Who are 
you?" 
The lady was shocked and furious as she looked at Darryl. 
" Sorry! I didn't mean to do that. I thought you were Master Lu,” Darryl 
awkwardly explained. 
He was anxious as he spoke. He felt the lady was powerful beyond 
imagination and he might not be a match to her if they fought. 
 “ Master Lu?” The lady's brows lifted as a sense of doubt appeared. “ Is he 
your friend?" 
 " He's Lu Dongbin, the ancestor of Taoism. Miss, do you know where he 
is?" Darryl replied. 
 ' Sh * t, this place is huge. I'm not sure how long it will take for me to search 
the whole place by myself. It would be helpful to ask this lady and at the 
same time relieve the awkwardness now,' he thought. 
“ Lu Dongbin ..." The lady said his name softly, then shook her head. “ I 
don't know him. I have not seen him before!” 
 " What?' Darryl was stunned, not knowing whether to cry or laugh. That 
can't be right. Lu Dongbin is a legendary warrior in Taoism. His reputation 
is known across the world. This lady has never heard his name? ' 
Feeling frustrated, Darryl asked,“ May I know what your name is? Are you 
here to cultivate too? " 
The lady shook her head and said gently,“ I-I'm Yuri. I've been here since I 
could remember. " 
' Sh * t, she grew up here? ' Darryl was stunned. 
“ What about your family? " 
“ I don't have a family! " 
‘That ... ‘ He was shell-shocked after asking his questions. 
‘No family? What is going on with Yuri?’ 
At that moment, Darryl still did not know that Yuri was not a human being 
but a fairy. She was produced from the spiritual aura in the Illusion Virtual 
World. 
Just when Darryl was still squeezing his brows, Yuri had put on her clothes. 
She asked softly,“ I've never met the Lu Dongbin that you mentioned, but I 
have met other cultivators. " 



As she spoke, Yuri looked innocent. She continued," I heard from the 
cultivators that only husbands and wives can look at each other's body, 
Since you've seen my body, you are now my husband, right? " 
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As a fairy, Yuri had never been to the human world. Her heart was pure, 
innocent and kind. The Illusion Virtual World had existed for the past few 
thousand years. Over the years, countless cultivators came and Yuri had 
met a few of them. She learned about humans from the cultivators. 
At that moment, Darryl was completely stunned as he stared blankly at Yuri 
and felt that his mind was buzzing. 
‘I just glanced at you by accident and that makes me your husband? Isn't 
that kind of reckless?’ he thought. 
Sigh! 
A few seconds later, Darryl regained his thoughts and could not smile or cry 
as he spoke," That ... Miss Yuri, I really didn't mean it earlier. Please don't 
be angry. We just met. I'm afraid it's not appropriate for us to be husband 
and wife so soon. " 
Darryl felt really awkward when he said that. 
The truth was, Yuri, from her body to her aura, was really like a goddess. 
Even if the Nine Saint Oracles were there, they would not be a match for 
her beauty because of her spiritual aura. 
' I would be extremely lucky to be her man. But I'm just here to look for Lu 
Dongbin. I don't have time to discuss love and relationships. Not to mention, 
we just met, ' Darryl thought. 
" You don't like me? " Yuri asked as her beautiful brows lifted. 
As a fairy, she was as pure as a White paper. 
 " But, you saw my body ...” she said, feeling disappointed as her eyes 
turned red and tears started to fall. 
Darryl panicked instantly and he consoled her immediately, “ Don't feel sad. 
I will be your husband, alright?”  
Once Darryl agreed, Yuri was delighted. “ You will stay here to accompany 
me from now on!” 
She was innocent and was not aware of what it meant to be husband and 
wife, However, she was really happy to have someone to keep her 
company. She had been alone for a long time and she was lonely. 
 ' Sh * t, what should I do?' Darryl was stunned and his immediate reaction 
was to disagree. 
However, he controlled himself when he was about to say it. 
Yvette, Dax and the others were still waiting for him to return with Lu 
Dongbin to rescue them. How could he stay? 



The next second, Darryl smiled. “ I can't stay here, but I can bring you with 
me." 
 " I ...” Yuri blinked, then shook her head. “ I can't leave this place." 
Her body was formed from the spiritual energy from the Illusion Virtual 
World. Her life was closely connected with the Illusion Virtual World. 
Darryl was stunned. ' What does she mean, she can't leave?' 
Without thinking any further, he smiled. " You're more familiar with this 
place; can you help me look for Senior Lu?" 
Then, he described what Lu Dongbin looked like in detail. 
Darryl had a plan. He had to locate Lu Dongbin first, no matter what. 
Yuri was completely kind and innocent as she replied happily, “ Okay! Let's 
split up and look around. We shall meet here again before dark.” 
After she spoke, Yuri smiled gently then bid Darryl farewell for the time 
being. Her body flew gracefully into the air and headed far away. 
At the same time, Darryl activated his body as well and headed in another 
direction to start looking. 
It must be mentioned that the Illusion Virtual World was really huge. Darryl 
flew for a few hours, yet he never reached the borders. He did forget to look 
for Lu Dongbin. 
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However, when the day turned dark, there was still no sign of Lu Dongbin. 
Darryl was getting ready to meet Yuri at the lake when he saw it was getting 
dark. 
At that moment, his body trembled when he suddenly felt an ominous aura 
from behind him. He turned his head subconsciously and sighed in relief 
when he saw it was Yuri flying at high speed. 
However, she had a change of clothing. She was wearing a long, light blue 
dress in the morning, but she had changed into a red, body-hugging dress 
that showed off her attractive figure 
 “ Dear wife, did you find Master Lu?” Darryl smiled and asked without 
waiting for her to approach. 
Just after he spoke, Darryl suddenly felt something was not right. 
The Yuri he saw during the day was surrounded by spiritual auras which 
were kind and gentle. The aura of the person in front of him was filled with 
Hostility. 
Furthermore, the mark in between her eyebrows turned into the shape of a 
Flame. 
 ' What's going on? This is not Yuri?" he thought. 
Apart from the aura being different, her appearance and figure were 
identical to Yuri's. 



At that moment, Darryl was still not aware that the beautiful lady in front of 
him was Bonnie. Like Yuri, she was also formed in the Illusion Virtual World. 
While Yuri was kind, the other was evil. 
Bonnie arrived in front of Darryl as she glared at him. “ Did you call me dear 
wife? You are crazy. How dare you speak to me in such a way. You are 
asking for death!" 
Bonnie lifted her hands and terrifyingly powerful energy exploded out from 
her body and charged towards Darryl. 
Bang! 
The place where her palm passed made the sky and earth change color. 
The air around them was all twisted. 
 ' Sh * t! That power is just terrifying!' Darryl was shocked by Bonnie's strong 
energy and how she was as fast as lightning 
He was not able to avoid the attack. He only had time to activate his internal 
energy as he went to meet her attack. Darryl was cautious as he tried to 
defend himself. 
Bang! 
The energy from the two palms crashed in the middle of the air. Darryl felt 
waves of strong energy hitting him. He moaned and was pushed more than 
ten steps backward. The blood energy in his body was boiling, but he 
managed to absorb the hit. 
This lady's power is really scary. I have to activate all of my internal energy 
in order to defend her hit! ' he thought. 
At that moment, Darryl took a Deep breath and looked at Bonnie, feeling 
incredibly shocked. 
Meanwhile, Bonnie was floating in the air with her face exuding an evil aura. 
At the same time, she blinked with astonishment. 
“ Not bad, you managed to survive my punch. ” Bonnie looked Darryl up 
and down at Darryl. 
Darryl was sweating profusely as he said,“ Beautiful lady, are you Yuri's 
sister? I'm Yuri's man. I had mistaken you for her. Please calm down, this 
is just a misunderstanding! " 
Darryl was not dumb; he could see this person looked exactly like Yuri, so 
she must be her twin sister. 
 " You're Yuri's man? Then, the more I should not spare you!” Bonnie 
glanced at him coldly. 
Bang! 
Then, strong energy rushed out around Bonnie's body as her gaze was 
locked on Darryl. 
Though both of them were formed at the Illusion Virtual World, Bonnie was 
evil and Yuri was kind. They did not see eye to eye at all. For the past few 
thousand years, Bonnie had always wanted to get rid of Yuri. How would 
she let him go easily when she knew Darryl was Yuri's man ?! 



 ' Sh * t!' Darryl was breaking out in a cold sweat when he felt Bonnie's 
strong aura. He almost wanted to cry, but he had no tears! 
 ' What is going on? Why does she hate me so much after I revealed my 
identity?' 
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Bang! 
Bonnie dashed forward and charged at Darryl again. This hit was much 
more terrifying than the one before and caused the air to crack as Bonnie 
passed by. 
Crack! 
When he saw that, Darryl stopped thinking. He lifted his hand and waved, 
calling the Heavenly Halberd to block his body. He knew from the attack 
earlier that Bonnie was stronger than he imagined. He must not battle 
directly with her. He only needed the assistance of the sharpness of the 
Heavenly Halberd. 
Bang! 
The next second, the punch landed firmly on the Heavenly Halberd. Darryl 
moaned as he was flung over a hundred meters away, his face turning pale 
as blood flowed down from the corner of his mouth. 
Darryl was shocked and his anger was boiling. This lady must be sick! I 
have no problems with her but she insists on killing me. ' 
When she saw the anger on Darryl's face, a teasing grin appeared on 
Bonnie's face." Why? Aren't you happy? Do you want to fight back or do 
you miss Yuri? Don't worry, I won't kill you immediately. I want to torture you 
first to lure Yuri here. Then, both of you can die together! " 
After she spoke, Bonnie dashed towards Darryl. 
Darryl was incredibly furious as he roared,“ You want to kill me? I'm afraid 
you won't get the chance! " 
He was frustrated that he could not find Lu Dongbin even after searching 
for hours. He was not able to control himself anymore when he Heard 
Bonnie wanted to torture him. 
' I don't care who you are; if you want to cause trouble with me, then don't 
blame me for being cruel, ' he thought. 
Darryl raised both his arms fiercely and dashed towards Bonnie quickly. 
Roar! 
At an instant, the air surrounding Darryl twisted and the nine Golden 
dragons appeared, surrounding Darryl! 
 “ Kill!” The dragons ' roars echoed as they charged at Bonnie. 
Ascension of the Nine Dragons was the first technique Darryl learned after 
he became a cultivator. A dozen years had passed and his interpretation of 
the technique had reached the ultimate level. 



The Nine Dragons raced through the air for a few thousand meters, twisting 
the air as they passed. 
When she saw that, Bonnie was not feeling panicked at all. 
“ So many patterns! But this won't change anything," Bonnie continued to 
humiliate Darryl. 
Then, she crossed her beautiful hands as a bright, red ball gathered on her 
body. 
Bang! 
Bonnie waved her hands as a ray of blood-red light appeared from the shiny 
ball. It looked like a meteor as it flew towards the nine dragons! 
Bang! Bang! Bang! 
The shiny ball crashed into the Golden dragons, causing a loud explosion 
and it shocked the sky and earth. All the nine golden dragons were 
destroyed immediately as they broke into pieces, disappearing in between 
the sky and earth! 
Darryl's facial expression changed; he was incredibly shocked. “ Who is this 
woman? She's too strong! She so easily destroyed the nine golden dragons 
I created.' 
Bonnie grinned as she humiliated Darryl. “ Is that all, Young man? I'll spare 
you from suffering if you admit defeat now!" 
 “ You underestimate me!" Darryl took a deep breath; his face was filled with 
determination. “ I am Darryl and I Will never surrender! Since you are so 
confident, try this!" 
After he spoke, a ball of white flame appeared on Darryl's palm and ran 
towards Bonnie! 
It was the White Lily Cold Flame. 
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Darryl looked furious but confident when he called out the White Lily Cold 
Flame. White Lily Cold Flame was the top enchanted flame in the world. No 
matter how strong Bonnie was, there was no way she could battle with the 
White Lily Cold Flame single handedly! 
What? What a special flame! ' Bonnie's beautiful brows locked when she 
saw the White Lily Cold Flame. 
She was surprised and at the same time, she used the shiny red ball to 
protect her. 
Bang! Bang! 
The next second, the White Lily Cold Flame crashed into the shiny ball. 
However, not only did it not cause a flame, the shiny ball absorbed its 
energy. After just a few seconds, the White Lily Cold Flame was completely 
merged into the shiny ball. 



This ... what is going on? ' Darryl was shocked; his mind was buzzing.' Even 
the White Lily Cold Flame has no impact on her? 
Darryl did not know that Bonnie was formed in the Illusion Virtual World, 
and so she carried the spirit from the essence of the sky and earth. With 
that, the White Lily Cold Flame would not cause any harm to her. 
 " That's all you got?" Bonnie was losing her patience as she ran to Darryl 
and punched him. 
Darryl was still in shock, so he did not react in time. His body was sent flying 
up from the vibration. He vomited blood in mid-air before he landed on the 
Ground. 
Bang! 
He struggled to stand up and continued vomiting blood. He knew his heart 
was severely injured and he could not use any energy from his body. 
Bonnie landed slowly and looked straight at Darryl. Her incredibly beautiful 
face was filled with coldness and arrogance, “ Young man, accept the facts. 
You are just no match for me…” 
Then, she walked over to Darryl swiftly. Her strong aura was suffocating. 
Gulp! 
Darryl was surprised and furious. He swallowed his saliva discreetly at the 
same time and wanted to cry but had no tears! 
 “ That's it. I was injured by a lady. I may have to die here, not to mention 
I'm still looking for Lu Dongbin," he thought. 
 " Stop it!" someone shouted at just the right time. 
Then, an attractive figure came flying in at incredible speeds and protected 
Darryl. Her face was filled with worry. 
It was Yuri! 
 " Bonnie, you must not harm him! Don't you dare do evil when I'm here," 
Yuri shouted with a light but determined voice as she glared at Bonnie. 
Just like Darryl, Yuri spent half the day looking for Lu Dong Bin. She then 
headed to the side of the lake, but she did not see Darryl. She was looking 
for him along the way when she finally saw Bonnie battling with him. 
Sigh! 
Darryl sighed in relief when he saw Yuri had finally arrived. ' Sh * t, I thought 
I was going to die!' 
He looked at both Yuri and Bonnie and realized they looked exactly the 
same. I t would be difficult to differentiate the two of them if they stood 
together and remained silent. 
 " Are you alright ?!" Yuri asked Darryl, concern showing on her beautiful 
face. 
Darryl shook his head and smiled as he said, “ It's alright. I'm still surviving!" 
Bonnie laughed as she teased, “ Tsk, tsk! How loving. Yuri, how dare you 
get together with a despicable human. I'm ashamed of you!" 



Yuri's face blushed as she spoke gently, “ Mind your own business. My 
matters are not up to you to interfere!" 
As she spoke, Yuri helped Darryl to stand up. 
 “ Of course, I don't care about Your matters. However, I'm more tan happy 
to kill you,” Bonnie said coldly. 
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Yuri bit her lips and shook her head. " I will not battle with you now!" 
As she spoke, she looked at Darryl with gentle eyes. 
Yuri and Bonnie represented the Good and the evil. They always ended up 
in a battle when they met. However, at that moment, Yuri did not wish to 
battle. She just wanted to leave with Darryl. 
Yuri had stayed there for thousands of years and she was lonely. She finally 
had a partner all of a sudden, so why would she willingly let him get hurt? 
The most important thing at that moment was to help Darryl treat his injury. 
When she heard that, Bonnie's fase was filled with disdain. " Ha-ha! You 
don't want to battle? You think you still have a choice?" 
Then, a strong aura exploded from Bonnie's body as she charged at Yuri. 
Yuri locked her brows tightly when she saw that and quickly said to Darryl, 
“You rest first!" 
Then, she flew gracefully into the air and started to fight intensely with 
Bonnie. 
Darryl was shocked and amazed when he saw that. 
At that moment, Yuri and Bonnie were battling in mid-air. Their perfect 
figures were revealed completely. Darryl's eyes turned straight while looking 
at them; he almost forgot about his severe injuries. 
Yuri and Bonnie were equally matched. However, Yuri was distracted as 
she was worried about Darryl's injuries. 
Under such circumstances, Yuri was completely being controlled by Bonnie. 
In a blink of an eye, half an hour had passed. However, Bonnie was still not 
able to find any weakness in Yuri. She started to worry at that instant. 
Whoosh! 
The next second, Bonnie saw Darryl on the ground and came up with an 
idea instantly. She raised her hands, and a sharp blade formed with a dash 
of internal energy. The sharp Blade charged directly towards Darryl. 
Bonnie planned to kill Darryl first, which would make Yuri panic, and that 
would be the best opportunity to defeat her. 
 ' Sh * t!' Darryl was shocked and wanted to avoid her attack. 
He never expected her to make such a move. There was no way for him to 
hide due to his injuries. 
 " Be careful!" Yuri shouted as she trembled. 



She wanted to dash over, but she was too late. The sharp blade was about 
to penetrate Darryl. 
Bang! 
At that critical moment, Darryl suddenly felt a strong aura rushing behind 
his back. Then, strong energy gathered in front of his body, forming a 
protective shield. The shield blocked the sharp blade immediately. 
Bonnie was furious when her ambush failed. 
 “ Who did that? Such a busybody!" she shouted as she looked behind 
Darryl. 
She saw a senior person walking over slowly. He was as light as a fairy, It 
was Lu Dongbin 
" Master Lu?" Darryl was shocked and delighted when he saw Lu Dongbin. 
Lu Dongbin was curious too. “ Sect Master Darby, what are you doing 
here?" 
Since Alan trapped him in the Illusion Virtual World, Lu Dongbin found a 
place to cultivate in seclusion while looking for a way to leave. He had only 
just felt movement in that place and decided to take a look out of curiosity. 
He never imagined he would meet Darryl. 
 “ Stinky Taoism man, you are such a busy body. You are asking for death!" 
Bonnie shouted, furious and dashed towards Lu Dongbin. 
Lu Dongbin took a deep breath when he saw Bonnie charging toward him. 
His facial expression looked dark. 
As a Taoism Master, Lu Dongbin could immediately tell Bonnie was a fairy 
formed in the Illusion Virtual World. She was really powerful. ' I'm afraid I a 
m not a match for her even if I tried my best.’ 
As he was secretly worrying, Yuri rant o block Bonnie's attack. Then, they 
ensued in an intense battle in the air. 
“ That was close! ” Lu Dongbin said in relief before grabbing Darryl and 
flying away. 
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At that instant, Darryl was worried and shouted,“ What? We're just going to 
leave ?! We're not going to help? " 
Yuri was so innocent and kind; he was not willing to leave her alone. 
Lu Dongbin was speechless as he smiled bitterly and said, “ Are you crazy 
?! Two fairies are battling, what can you do?" 
He showed no sign of stopping and instead started moving faster. 
Fairies? ' Darryl was stunned instantly when he heard that. 
Half an hour later, Lu Dongbin brought Darryl to a secluded cave. 
The moment they landed, Lu Dongbin was curious, so he asked,“ Sect 
Master Darby, how did you get here? ” 



The Illusion Virtual World was inside the Universe Calabash, and the 
Universe Calabash was a treasure of the Saint Sect. An ordinary person 
would not be able to see the calabash, not to mention enter it. 
Sigh! 
Darryl sighed in relief and smiled bitterly. “ That's a long story.” 
For the next few minutes, Darryl explained what happened in detail. 
That's what happened ... ' Lu Dongbin nodded silently, understanding the 
situation. 
“ I do have a way to recover the Carter family's internal energy. However, 
this is the Illusion Virtual World; it's easy to enter, but difficult to leave. It's 
because it's an independent space, so unless your power is up to the level 
that you are able to change this space, you can never leave, " he said. 
Darryl stared at Lu Dongbin blankly, stunned. He tried his best to calm 
down." Master Lu, is there no other way out of here? ” 
“ Would I still be here if I had another way?” Lu Dongbin said with a bitter 
yet sorrowful face. 
At that moment, Darryl dropped to the ground, wanting to cry, but he had 
no tears. 
He thought once he found Lu Dongbin, they would be able to leave the 
Illusion Virtual World to help Yvette, Dax and the others regain their power. 
He never imagined that Lu Dongbin was trapped there. 
Suddenly, after a few minutes of silence, Darryl thought of something, Oh 
yes! ' 
" Taoism Master, you mentioned earlier that Yuri and Bonnie are fairies? 
What are fairies? ” he asked. 
Lu Dongbin stroked his beard and said slowly, “ A fairy is not human. They 
are formed from the aura from the sky and earth. The two ladies you saw 
earlier are the fairies of the Illusion Virtual World. One of kindness, another 
of evilness. They enter a battle every time they meet. The battle between 
them is not something we can interfere in." 
Darryl was shocked. He could not regain his thoughts for a long time and 
felt lost at the same time too. 
That is the reason. No wonder Yuri is so innocent. She is just like a piece 
of white paper. Her power, just like Bonnie, is terrifying, ' Darryl thought. 
At that moment, Lu Dongbin patted Darryl on his shoulder.“ This place is 
safe for the time being, I shall go to meditate. You heal yourself properly 
too! " 
Then, he walked deep into the cave. 
Darryl nodded his head, sat crossed leg and started to heal his injuries. 
 ' Sh * t, Bonnie is so evil. Luckily, I am protected by Senior Ghost Valley 
Sage's technique to protect me, otherwise I would have died in her hands,' 
he thought. 
After a few hours passed, Darryl's injuries had almost recovered fully. 



Sigh! 
At that moment, Darryl took a Deep breath, opened his eyes and was about 
to stand up when he suddenly heard the soft sound of footsteps coming 
from outside the cave, Darryl was on full alert instantly. 
 ' Shit! Did Bonnie find us?" he thought. 
However, Darryl was stunned once he opened the door. He saw an 
attractive figure walking in slowly and her beautiful face was full of worry. 
It was Yuri. 
 “ Are you alright?" Yuri was delighted to see Darryl and walked over to hold 
his arms. “ I was so worried about you. I searched everywhere and finally 
found you here!" 
After Lu Dongbin brought Darryl away, Yuri and Bonnie continued to battle 
intensely for a long time. However, just like before, both parties were not 
able to defeat the other, so they ended it. 
Yuri was thinking about Darryl, so she searched for him everywhere until 
she finally found the cave. 
 
Chapter 2946 
 
Yuri's care made Darryl feel really touched. He smiled and said, “ I'm fine. 
Don't worry!" 
At that moment, Lu Dongbin, who was in the cave, walked out when he 
Heard some movement outside, 
Lu Dongbin's facial expresión changed when he saw Yuri had found them. 
He thought Darryl had ofended the fairy. However, when he saw how 
intimate they were, Lu Dongbin was completely stunned. 
Soon, Lu Dongbin regained his thoughts and asked, " You ... know each 
other?" 
Darryl opened his mouth and was about to speak, but Yuri went ahead of 
him. 
" Of course, we know each other. He's my man!” Yuri said, smiling as she 
grabbed Darryl's arm and looked innocent. 
Lu Dongbin's heart trembled; he was completely stunned. ' Darryl is her 
man?' 
Darryl looked awkward; he did not know how to explain the situation. 
Although Yuri was a fairy, the matter of him looking at her showering was 
related to her reputation. How could he talk about that? 
Finally, Lu Dongbin regained his thoughts and laughed, " Ha-ha! Sect 
Master Darby is really a hero of The Nine Continent. Even a fairy fancies 
you. Congratulations." 
Then, Lu Dongbin remembered something and he blinked as he stared at 
Yuri, but he shook his head discreetly 
Darryl noticed it and asked, " What is it?" 



 “ I think I know a way out of here." Lu Dongbin paused. “ Both the fairies 
are formed the Illusion Virtual World's aura. If they work together, they could 
change this space." 
Lu Dongbin's facial expression turned dark. " Yuri is kind-hearted, she Will 
definitely be willing to help us. However, the other one is evil. It would be 
good enough if she doesn't give us trouble." 
Darryl locked his brows tightly when he heard that. He was worried. 
Soon, Darryl thought of something and asked Lu Dongbin, " Taoism Master, 
do you have any way to handle Bonnie ?!” 
Lu Dongbin smiled bitterly as he shook his head. " Fairies are really strong. 
Even if we joined forces, we may not be able to defeat her. The only one 
that can defeat Bonnie, is her." 
Lu Dongbin pointed at Yuri when he said the last sentence. 
Darryl was stunned and felt helpless. 
Yuri can battle with Bonnie, but both of them have been battling in the 
Illusion Virtual World for thousands of years and there has still been no 
winner. 
Under his frustration, Darryl looked around the environment of the cave and 
a thought came to him suddenly. He then walked over and started arranging 
the rocks. 
Feeling frustrated, Darryl looked at the cave and he had a sudden thought, 
That's it! 
He walked over to the rocks and started arranging them. He was preparing 
to make a formation. 
 “ Sect Master Darby, what are you doing?" Lu Dongbin asked. 
 “ Why are you moving the rocks?" Yuri questioned. 
Darryl smiled. “ I'm setting up a formation. We will trap Bonnie inside it, then 
force her to cooperate.” 
Lu Dongbin wanted to cry and laugh. "How can a simple formation trap her?” 
' If it is so simple, I wouldn't have to hide to cultivate in seclusion,' he thought 
Darryl smiled again. “ Of course, it won't be sufficient to just rely on the 
formation. What about channeling Yuri's power in it?" 
Darryl looked confident as he spoke, but he was actually worried. 
Channeling external power into a formation was something Darryl made up. 
It has never been recorded in the Bai Qi Formations and no one has tried it 
in the past hundreds and thousands of years in The Nine Continent. 
Although Darryl's talent in formations was at a supreme level, he was trying 
something that no one had done before. He was not too confident in his 
heart. 
However, Darryl had no other choice. In the Illusion Virtual World, only Yuri 
had the power to battle with Bonnie. By channeling Yuri's power into the 
formation, she should be able to control Bonnie 



 “ This may work, but it is too risky-” Lu Donghin furrowed his brow as he 
spoke. 
Darryl interrupted him before he could finish speaking, “ Master Lu, 
sometimes we need to try to know if it works."  
Then, he set up the formation and waved at Yuri. " Come, channel Your 
energy into this formation." 
 
Chapter 2947 
 
Yuri was innocent, so she agreed without any further thoughts. 
Soon, everything was in order. 
 " Next, we need to find a way to lure Bonnie here. However, her power is 
terrifying," Darryl said anxiously. 
 “ I'll go!" Yuri replied instantly. 
Among the three of them, Yuri was the only one who could battle Bonnie. 
Naturally, she should be the one to lure Bonnie into the formation. 
Whoosh! 
As she spoke, they saw an attractive figure flying over at high speeds. 
It was Bonnie! 
They were all shocked by her sudden appearance. 
Darryl squeezed his brows discreetly. We were just thinking of a way to find 
her, and here she is, arriving on her own. I'm not done setting up the plan. 
What shall I do? ' 
The truth was, Darryl was not worried at all as he had Yuri by his side. 
However, all his effort would be futile if Bonnie and Yuri went into a battle 
and destroyed the formation. 
At that moment, Bonnie walked over slowly and said coldly to Yuri, 
“Everyone's here. That's great! Yuri, both of us know the Illusion Virtual 
World like the back of our hands. No matter where your man hides, he won't 
be able to escape from me. So, I suggest you stop hiding him. Just have a 
proper battle with me to decide the winner!” 
Yuri locked her beautiful brows tightly when she heard that. She was just 
about to agree when Darryl stopped her. 
Darryl took a step forward and looked at Bonnie as he said, “ Since you 
want to decide on a winner, I'll fight you on Yuri's behalf!" 
Yuri and Lu Dongbin were shocked when they heard what Darryl said. Lu 
Dongbin was especially worried. 
‘Darryl is being too reckless; how can he enter a bet with Bonnie. No one 
has tried to channel energy into a formation before. This is just a trial so 
we're still not sure if it's going to work.’ 
 " Let me battle with her," Yuri said, also feeling worried. 
Darryl smiled gently when he felt their worry. He nodded, signaling to them 
not to worry. 



 ' Even if the formation is unable to trap Bonnie, I still have Yuri here. I won't 
be in danger with her around, ' he thought 
" You? " Bonnie looked Darryl up and down, not able to hide her contempt.” 
You're nothing compared to me. You can't even stand three techniques from 
me. You don't qualify to fight me! " 
Darryl felt embarrassed. However, he gathered his courage and said,“ It is 
true I am not a match for you, but Yuri is my woman. I must protect her. ” 
When he said that, Darryl's eyes were burning when he looked at Bonnie.“ 
Do you dare to bet with me ?! 
Bonnie's beautiful brows locked as she grinned coldly as she said, " I didn't 
know you had such courage. Fine, tell me what's the bet?" 
Darryl smiled. He then lit a branch and stuck it on the ground. He walked 
into the formation he set up earlier and shouted loudly, “ It's simple; if you 
can catch me before the branch finishes burning, I lose. You can do 
whatever you want if I lose. If I win, you will have to be my maid." 
After he spoke, Bonnie's facial expression changed instantly. She was 
furious. 
The next second, Bonnie locked her vision tightly on Darryl as she said 
coldly, “ You are asking for death yourself. Don't blame me for being cruel!" 
After she spoke, Bonnie's body dashed and flew directly at Darryl! 
 
Chapter 2948 
 
Although Bonnie was sinister, she was still a fairy and had a simple mind. 
To her, Darryl was just a human and had lost to her. He was only asking for 
death by instigating her. 
Even if Yuri was watching from the side, it would be really easy if she wanted 
to kill Darryl by only relying on her own power. 
A smile appeared on Darryl's fase when he saw Yuri charging in. He was 
really excited. ' Bonnie is really innocent; she fell into my trap so easily.’ 
Lu Dongbin, who was standing outside, was worrying discreetly, There was 
definitely no problem with Darryl's formation; it was just the fact that they 
were still not sure if it could trap Bonnie. 
" You shall die, Young Man!" Bonnie shouted the moment she entered the 
formation and punched Darryl. 
Darryl smiled and moved backward, avoiding her punch. At the same time, 
he was reciting the formula silently as he tried to distance himself from 
Bonnie. 
While he looked calm at that moment, he was actually panicking on the 
inside. 
 ' Sh * t, Bonnie's power is really terrifying. I would have been hurt badly by 
that punch if there was no formation,' he thought. 



Bonnie furrowed her brights when she saw Darryl had dodged her punch. 
She was surprised. ' He managed to avoid my attack? That's impossible. 
How could he avoid my attack with this power?' 
When she came to her senses, she believed Darryl was just lucky and 
launched another attack. 
A few minutes later, Bonnie started to realize something was not right. 
Darryl was right in front of her eyes, but she still could not catch up with him 
after she increased her speed. 
Not only that, Bonnie noticed that the rocks around her were really unusual. 
No matter how she moved, it would still block her. 
‘Could it be that there is something wrong with these rocks?’ she wondered. 
As a fairy, Bonnie did not know about the formation techniques in the human 
world. However, she was really furious. 
" You think you can stop me with these rocks?" Bonnie said coldly. 
Then, a strong aura exploded around Bonnie as she lifted her hands and 
punched at the stones in front of her. Bonnie planned to destroy the rocks 
and then, Darryl would have nowhere to hide. 
Lu Dongbin and Yuri had been observing the battle from outside and were 
starting to worry and sweat. 
Darryl was stalling Bonnie by relying on the uniqueness of the formation. If 
Bonnie destroyed the formation, he would have nothing to rely on and it 
would be the death of him. 
 ' Sh * t!' Darryl was shocked, but he had prepared for this. 
He sprinted to the middle of the formation and activated the energy inside. 
Yuri had channeled her energy into the middle of the formation earlier and 
it was the most critical component. 
Bang! 
Her palms hit the rock, but the rock did not move at all. Bonnie's energy was 
completely removed by Yuri's energy embedded in the rocks. 
How can this happen? ' Bonnie trembled, stunned. 
Darryl was excited beyond imagination.' I can't believe it worked! I was only 
trying out this way of channeling external energy into the formation. ' 
Lu Dongbin was extremely excited, too, at the same time, 
“ Young man, you are asking for death!" Bonnie shouted and charged at 
Darryl again as her shame turned into anger the moment she saw Darryl's 
smiling face. 
However, even though Bonnie activated her body, so she was fast as 
lightning, after ten minutes, she still could not capture Darryl! 
 
Chapter 2949 
 
When Yuri saw what happened, she became emotional as she stared at 
Darryl with glittering eyes. 



He really did it! ' she thought. 
As fairies, Yuri and Bonnie would fight intensely every time they met for 
thousands of years. However, there was never a winner. Although Darryl 
was an ordinary man, he managed to trap Bonnie in the formation by simply 
relying on its uniqueness. 
Finally, the branch on the ground finished burning 
Sigh! 
Darryl took a deep breath and paused his footsteps. He smiled at Bonnie 
and said, “ Time's up. You lost!" 
Bonnie looked shocked and angry, but she could not retort when she saw 
the fully burnt branch. 
She glared at Darryl but did not speak. 
At that moment, Bonnie was really furious. This young man is not a match 
for me at all. However, he managed to trick me by using these messy rocks. 
How humiliating. ' 
At that moment, a smile appeared on Darryl's face when he spoke casually 
to Bonnie, “ Bonnie, since we have a bet, you must honor your word. You 
Will not go back against your word, right?" 
Then, he walked out of the formation and stood in front of Bonnie. “ You 
must admit you lost. From today onwards, you are my maid.” 
When she heard that, Bonnie's incredibly beautiful face paled instantly. As 
a fairy, Bonnie was not only evil, but she was arrogant too. Being a maid to 
a human was worse than killing her. 
When Yuri saw how terrified Bonnie looked, she quickly walked over and 
said, “ Bonnie, since you accepted the best, you have to admit defeat. But, 
if you don't, we won't force you, However, you must not cause Darryl 
anymore trouble in the future.” 
The truth was, Yumi did not wish to interfere. However, she was worried 
that Bonnie would harm Darryl. 
Darryl was worried as he stared at Yuri, telling her to stop talking 
He took a big risk trapping Bonnie. All of his efforts would go to waste if they 
just let her go. He knew Yuri was doing that because she was worried 
Bonnie would be enraged and harm him. 
However, there's no meaning to stay alive if I'm not able to leave the Illusion 
Virtual World,' he thought as he observed Bonnie's expression. 
Sigh! 
At that moment, Bonnie took a Deep breath as she glared at Yuri coldly and 
said arrogantly, “ You think I'm a coward that will go against my word? You 
underestimated me!" 
Bonnie said to Darryl, “Fine, I Will be Your maid.” 
She bit her lips, feeling anger burn in her heart. She was no table to hide 
the anger she felt and it showed on her face. She was not willing to do that. 



She wanted to reject the bet, but it was not simple for her to surrender to a 
human. 
However, Yuri’s words had triggered her deeply. 
For the past hundreds and thousands of years, Bonnie viewed Yuri as her 
ultimate enemy. If the words came from Darryl or Lu Dongbin, Bonnie would 
not have been bothered. However, she totally could not accept the words 
coming from Yuri. 
‘N0 matter what, I Will never let Yuri look down on me, ' vonnie thought. 
Bonnie's willingness to surrender to Darryl was completely due to Yuri's 
words. 
Darryl was really emotional when he saw Bonnie put aside her dignity. He 
smiled and said,“ Since you are my maid, you must listen to me from now 
on, understand? " 
Bonnie was not reluctant to do So, but she could not say anything else. 
“ I understand, Master, ” she replied softly 
At that moment, Lu Dongbin regained his thoughts and he could not hide 
the excitement in his heart,“ Sect Master Darby is really a genius. I never 
imagined you would make it. Channeling external energy into the formation; 
it's a historical moment. " 
Lu Dongbin's eyes were full of amazement when he said that. 
As a Taoism Master, Lu Dongbin was really knowledgeable. However, he 
had never imagined there would be someone that would alter the formation 
set in history. No matter what, that action was really dangerous, and one 
might even get trapped in the formation if not performed properly. 
However, Darryl had done it. Not only that, he managed to make Bonnie 
surrender too. 
 
Chapter 2950 
 
Darryl was humbled when he Heard that. “ Master Lu, thank you for Your 
compliments. I was merely trying it out and did not know it would really work. 
I am lucky I guess." 
Bonnie was unusually quiet as she listened to their conversations. At the 
same time, she could not help but look at the stone formation and squeezed 
her brows discreetly. 
 ' What is the magic behind these rocks that they can trap me with?" she 
wondered. 
Just when she was in deep thoughts discreetly, Darryl walked over with a 
smile. “ Since you are my maid now, you shall never go back against Your 
word. I need your help to do something now." 
 “ What is it?" Bonnie replied calmly, not showing any change in her 
emotions. 



Although she was arrogant, she had to admit defeat and become Darryl's 
maid. However, she would not respect him. That was just her character. 
Sigh! 
Darryl took a deep breath and did not reply directly. He turned his head and 
looked at Lu Dongbin 
 " It's simple!" Lu Dongbin took a step forward, unable to hide his 
excitement. “ Sect Master Darby and I want to leave here. However, we 
cannot teleport out by relying only on our energy. Yuri and you are formed 
from the spiritual aura here; if you work together, we will definitely make it!" 
When he said that, Lu Dongbin's eyes were filled with desperation. 
When she heard that, Bonnie's incredibly beautiful face changed 
immediately. She squeezed her brows as she looked at Yuri, her eyes filled 
with reluctance. 
Yuri and I are enemies; it is impossible for me to join forces with her! ' she 
thought. 
When he saw her reaction, Darryl said, " You are my maid. Do you want to 
disobey my orders? " 
Bonnie bit her lips when she Heard that. She was really reluctant, but she 
still nodded her head. 
Whoosh! 
After Darryl spoke, Bonnie flew into the sky. A smile appeared on Darryl's 
face when he saw that and his heart felt heavy too. 
It is so difficult to control Bonnie. I must guide her properly in the future, he 
thought 
" Yuri, thank you for your help, " he said to Yuri. 
Yuri was kind and gentle, so she understood what Darryl meant. Her body 
lifted gracefully into the sky above to reunite with Bonnie. 
Bang! 
In the next second, energy exploded from Yuri and Bonnie's bodies. Two 
energies were seen merging together. In an instant, the sky and earth 
changed color. The entire Illusion Virtual World turned dark, and it turned 
into chaos. 
Darryl saw that the mountains and lakes around then started to turn virtual, 
just like in a dream. This was the power of the fairies. Their energy was just 
so strong. 
Although Darryl was ready, he was still incredibly shocked when he saw 
what was happening in front of him. 
Lu Dongbin was incredibly amazed too. 
The sky and earth turned darker and darker. Then, they saw the sky was in 
chaos as a tunnel of light penetrated the sky and shined down on the ground 
not far ahead. 
 " Hurry!" Lu Dongbin shouted when he saw the tunnel of light. 
He rushed towards it, leading the way. 



Darryl had no time to think and followed behind him immediately. He knew 
that the light tunnel was the essence of Bonnie and Yuri's energy. It would 
be able to take Lu Dongbin and himself away from there. 
The moment he entered the light tunnel, Darryl felt a strong energy cover 
him completely. Then, his body felt light and he was teleported immediately. 
...  
Meanwhile, at the Royal Training Hall in the South Cloud royal palace, royal 
families were performing tests on cultivation. It was the royal family's 
forbidden area and ordinary people were not allowed to enter. 
At that moment, there were many people gathered in the Royal Training 
Hall. The atmosphere was extremely depressing 
 


